We recommend using soap and cold water to clean the pieces.
The patterns contained in the instructions are the property of OXOS
SAS and are protected by trademark, design and model legislation
and by Copyright.

Please keep this leaflet in a safe place.
Warning! Not suitable for children under 36 months, as this product
contains small parts which can be swallowed. Please retain
packaging for future reference.

Non-binding photos. The colours and shapes of the product may
differ from those on the packaging.
OXOS SAS accepts no responsibility if the assembly instructions are
not followed or for any modification or alteration of the pieces. For
any complaints, please contact us at the following e-mail address:
contact@oxosgame.com

Many of components are original designs which are the property of
OXOS SAS. They are protected by National Legislation as
trademark, copyrights. For more information contact us at this email address: contact@oxosgame.com

Oxos Game© Instructions

I.

Contents of the game box

40 G lozenges

40 L lozenges

(4 colours)

IV.

(4 colours)

Non-binding photos

II.

Aim of the game

Place the lozenges together to make the patterns provided or those
straight from your imagination. Other patterns are available on our
website: www.oxosgame.com

III.

Warning: the Oxos Game© contains small parts. An adult must be
present when it is used.
There are lots of ways to play the Oxos Game©, for example:
•

Individually or with several others, the player(s) assemble(s)
the pieces to reproduce a predefined pattern as quickly as
possible.

•

The player uses his imagination to create a pattern.

•

All the players write down an idea for a pattern to make with
the number of pieces and put them into a hat. The players
take it in turns to pull out the shape they have to make. The
winner is the person who accomplishes his challenge in the
shortest time possible.

•

Players learn how to make the letters of the alphabet and
numbers using the two lozenges.

•

One player makes a pattern which he keeps hidden from the
other players. He shows his pattern for a few seconds and
then the rest of the players work together to reproduce the
pattern from memory.

•

The players are divided into two teams. One team sets a
time limit and suggests a subject to make. The second team
makes it. Then the teams swap roles. The winning team is
the one which accomplishes the most challenges with a
minimum number of pieces.

•

In a game with several players, all the participants agree on
a pattern to make, then take it in turns to lay down a piece.

•

Taking it in turns, two players must guess what pattern is
being assembled in the shortest time possible.

•

Turn the Oxos Game into a balancing game. Two players or
teams stack the pieces on top of each other and the loser is
the one who makes them all fall down.

Preparing to play

Take some time to get used to positioning the pieces. Choose a
non-slippery surface to help the assembled pieces stay in place.
Make sure you have enough space where you are playing so that
you don’t run out of room when building your pattern.

Playing the Oxos Game©

